An assessment of vocal impairment is presented for separating healthy people from persons with early untreated Parkinson's disease (PD). This study's main purpose was to (a) determine whether voice and speech disorder are present from early stages of PD before starting dopaminergic pharmacotherapy, (b) ascertain the specific characteristics of the PD-related vocal impairment, (c) identify PD-related acoustic signatures for the major part of traditional clinically used measurement methods with respect to their automatic assessment, and (d) design new automatic measurement methods of articulation. The varied speech data were collected from 46 Czech native speakers, 23 with PD. Subsequently, 19 representative measurements were pre-selected, and Wald sequential analysis was then applied to assess the efficiency of each measure and the extent of vocal impairment of each subject. It was found that measurement of the fundamental frequency variations applied to two selected tasks was the best method for separating healthy from PD subjects. On the basis of objective acoustic measures, statistical decision-making theory, and validation from practicing speech therapists, it has been demonstrated that 78% of early untreated PD subjects indicate some form of vocal impairment. The speech defects thus uncovered differ individually in various characteristics including phonation, articulation, and prosody.
I. INTRODUCTION
Parkinson's disease (PD) is a chronic neurodegenerative disorder characterized by the progressive loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra. 1 PD is associated with dopamine deficiency and other affections of the brain neuromediator systems and accounts for a variety of motor and non-motor deficits.
PD is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder after Alzheimer's disease, 2 affecting over 1 million people in North America alone. 3 Previous studies suggest that PD usually affects people after the age of 50 yr; only approximately 10% of patients report symptoms before the age of 40 yr. 4 Moreover, PD is estimated to affect 1.6% of persons over the age of 65 yr. 5 Age is also the single most important factor for PD,with genetic predisposition second. 3 As a result, the statistics for the number of affected persons are expected to increase in proportion with the overall aging of the worldwide population as a whole. 6 In addition to the most ostensible motor symptoms such as resting tremor, bradykinesia, muscular rigidity, and postural instability, many patients with PD develop non-motor deficits such as disorders of mood, behavior, and cognition and a distinctive alteration of speech characterized as hypokinetic dysarthria. 7, 8 Previous studies report that approximately 70%-90% of patients with PD show some form of vocal impairment, 9, 10 and this deficiency may also be one of the earliest indicators of the disease. 11, 12 Medical treatment, including neuro-pharmacological and neurosurgical methods, alleviates certain symptoms, but there is no causal cure now available, and early diagnosis of the disease has a vital role in improving the patients' live. 13, 14 Research has shown that medical therapies alone are not as effective for treating speech symptoms as they are for motor functions, 15 and the effect of medical treatment on speech production tends to be individual. [16] [17] [18] Furthermore, only 3%-4% of PD patients receive speech therapy. 19 Behavioral speech therapy, including intensive voice treatment, appears to be the most effective type of speech intervention in the early and moderate stage of PD at present. 15, 20 However, the requisite physical visit to the clinic for treatment is difficult and burdensome for many PD patients, 21 and the reduced ability to communicate is considered to be one of the most difficult aspects of the disease.
For adult subjects, methods enabling the assessment of the speech impairment progress and the performance of the acoustic feedback tests can be essential for stimulating motivation and willingness for speech therapy. Acoustic measurements can also improve the individual treatment 16 and thus partially alleviate the inconvenience and cost of physical visits. 24 Moreover, voice measurement is non-invasive, cheap, and simple to administer.
The ability to speak can be subdivided into several dimensions, including respiration, phonation, articulation, and prosody. 25 The most salient features of PD are related to phonatory impairment, with the articulation being the second most affected speech subsystem, 10, 26, 27 although patients with PD can manifest abnormalities related to all of the dimension of speech, including monopitch, monoloudness, imprecise articulation, variability of speech rate, reduced stress, hoarseness, speech disfluencies, inappropriate silence, and others. 25, 28 There are many voice and speech tests that have been devised to assess the extent of these symptoms including vocal recordings of sustained phonations, rapid syllable repetitions, and variable reading of sentences or freely spoken monologs. The speech signals are then commonly analyzed using several traditional measurement methods, which include sound pressure level, fundamental frequency, formant frequencies, speech rate, rhythm, and others. 28 A number of previous studies have used these methods to separate PD sufferers from a healthy control (HC) group, indicating that these standards could be useful measures in assessing the extent of vocal impairment, note, for example, Refs. 29-31. In reality, however, the reliability and robustness of sound recording and measurement methods are impeded by several confounding issues including variables of physical condition and personal characteristics of the subject, such as, for example, gender and age. Thus the measurement methods performed on various vocal recordings should be chosen with an eye, as much as possible, to these confusing and in many cases even counteractive effects. Another relevant factor in determining the extent of PD vocal impairment is the dependence on the stage of the disease. 29 Although there are many studies using traditional measures performed on several vocal tasks for assessment of PD voice and speech disorders, there are no studies that can efficiently characterize the extent of vocal impairment and the suitability of these measures at the onset of PD, when the progression of symptoms of PD speech is not affected by medication.
Several speech recording and measurement methods may be needed to perform a reliable feedback test for the assessment of vocal impairment. For this reason, we introduce a brief PD-related characterization of voice and speech disorders, explaining the choice of traditionally used acoustic measures, and subsequently design specific measurement methods with a view toward their automatic assessment. There are many tests performed on simple sustained vowels for efficiently characterizing PD-specific dysphonia, including the traditional measures of fundamental frequency, variants of jitter and shimmer, and noise-to-harmonics (NHR) ratios. While articulation is the second most affected speech subsystem, there is a lack of available measures for its simple and efficient assessment. Therefore, we supplemented the traditional measures with new measures of articulation performed on rapid steady syllable repetition, which is the standard vocal test used to evaluate the articulatory skills.
Although statistically significant relationships between the extent of vocal impairment and measurement methods have been found in most of the traditional measures, statistical significance alone is not sufficient to determine the suitability of measurement methods for assessment of vocal impairment. Recently, many further innovative studies have appeared making use of acoustic measurement methods for voice disorder detection on the basis of machine learning tools-see, for example, Refs. [32] [33] [34] . Consider the practical limitations of effort and cost-outcome associated with obtaining and verifying each of the methods, which are often dependent on a specific and unavailable speech sample, what is most needed is a reliable classifier that can determine the optimal set for classification from a varied number of independent available methods and speech samples.
The Wald task is a method from non-Bayesian statistical decision-making theory, 35 and it is given preference here because of its capability to separately assess each measure confronting the problem of making a decision in classifying subjects as PD, HC, or "not sure" in case of an indecisive situation. This latter case occurs when the rated observation does not provide enough information for a safe decision about assignment to the correct group. For complete assessment of vocal impairment, it is better to decide only in specific items where the rated observation clearly matches speech performance of the PD or HC group. With such a classification method, it is then possible to combine the userselected traditional and novel measures. Nonetheless, there are still a number of measurements that can measure very similar aspects of a speech signal.
In order to gain an optimal amount of information for effective classification, in the present study we will first find and remove redundant and statistically insignificant measurements. Subsequently, the subset of available measurements will be used for the classifier based on the Wald task. On the basis of the classifier, we can not only discover the suitability of each measure for separating PD patients from HC but also the extent of vocal impairment in early untreated PD patients.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the section "Methods," we describe the speech data and participants, introduce a brief review of classical acoustical PD speech analyses, detail the methods of speech measurements, and explain the statistics, pre-selection stage, and classification used in this study. In the section "Results," we present the results obtained. The section "Conclusion" contains a summary of our findings and provides a conclusion of the results for future work.
II. METHODS
The methodology of this study is broken down into eight stages: (a) the recruited participants; (b) the speech data; (c) a brief characterization of the PD speech; (d) calculation of traditional used clinical acoustic measures; (e) calculation of new non-standard acoustic measures; (f) the pre-selection of features and statistics; (g) the application of Wald's classifier to pre-selected features; and (h) overall calculation of results and their validation by a speech therapist.
A. Participants
A grand total of 46 Czech native speakers were studied. Twenty-three individuals (19 Table I for subject details.
The Hoehn & Yahr scale is a commonly used system for describing the progression of symptoms of PD. 36 The scale comprises stages 1 through 5, where 1, unilateral involvement only usually with minimal or no functional disability; 2, bilateral or midline involvement without impairment of balance; 3, bilateral disease: mild to moderate disability with impaired postural reflexes, physically independent; 4, severely disabling disease, still able to walk or stand unassisted; and 5, confinement to bed or wheelchair unless aided.
The UPDRS part III score represents the motor rating known as UPDRS III, scaled from 0 to 108, with 0 representing a symptom-free state and 108 severe motor impairment. 37 The UPDRS III score encompasses areas such as tremor, rigidity, facial expression, speech, and others. Speech is ranked from 0 to 4, with 0 representing no signs of speech impairment and 4, complete unintelligibility.
B. Speech data and recording
The speech data were recorded in a sound-treated booth using an external condenser microphone placed at approximately 15 cm from the mouth and coupled to a Panasonic NV-GS 180 video camera. The voice signals were recorded directly to the computer, sampled at 48 kHz with 16-bit resolution; the purpose behind the use of video camera was the clinical examination of faciokinesia in PD patients, though no video material was used in the present study. The use of sound-treated booth (or at least a quiet room with a low ambient noise level) is recommended for its influence on assessment of intensity, articulation rate, and pause characteristics measurements, all of which are based on the energy of the signal and thus can be greatly influenced by noisy acoustic environments.
The vocal tasks used in this study ranged from producing isolated vowels to reading short sentences and producing a short, spontaneous monolog about a given subject. The duration of all of the vocal tasks used in this study was approximately 5 min [mean, 313.04 s (6SD, 36.40 s)]. See Table II for details of the vocal tasks.
The recording of each participant was obtained during a single session with a speech therapist. Recording began with a set of practice items to familiarize the speakers with instruction for the tasks and the recording procedure. No time limits were imposed during the recordings. Each participant was tested individually and received the production tasks in a fixed order. All participants were asked to repeat their production of an attempt that resulted in the erroneous production of any task, and they could repeat their production at any time if they or the speech therapist were not fully satisfied with their initial performance, though erroneous TABLE I. List of participants with sex, age, and duration of disease prior to recording. Entries labeled "n/a" are for HC, for which duration of disease is not applicable.
Subject code
Sex Age (yr)
Duration of PD prior to recording (months)   PD02  M  73  36  PD03  M  82  24  PD04  M  60  48  PD05  M  57  12  PD06  M  58  16  PD08  F  62  15  PD09  M  56  33  PD10  M  79  33  PD11  M  71  82  PD12  M  61  58  PD13  F  52  70  PD14  M  68  12  PD15  M  60  17  PD16  M  54  9  PD17  M  34  39  PD18  M  76  22  PD19  M  61  36  PD20  M  56  48  PD21  M  72  35  PD22  F  52  60  PD23  F  37  13  PD25  M  83  6  PD26  M  56  6  HC02  M productions occurred rarely. The final vocal task productions were retained for acoustic analyses.
C. PD speech measurements
As discussed in the Introduction, abnormalities of the PD speech can be associated with several dimensions. Because it would far exceed the scope of this paper to discuss all speech measures, we briefly characterize only the traditional speech acoustics measures in PD related to this study, including phonation, articulation, and prosody. It is important to note that a deficit in respiration and quality of phonation may affect, among other things, the speaker's ability to produce normal phrasing and intensity. In addition, a decrease in respiratory pressure may cause deficits in phonation and articulation, i.e., decreased loudness and decreased ability to after loudness. 38 Phonation is the vibration of the vocal folds to create sound. 39 In examining phonation in PD speakers, the most traditional measurements are performed during sustained vowel phonation and include measurement of F0 (the fundamental frequency or pitch of vocal oscillations), jitter (extent of variation of voice range), shimmer (the extent of variation of expiratory flow), and NHR ratios (the amplitude of noise relative to tonal components in the speech). 40 The other phonatory measure that has commonly been studied in PD is voice onset time (VOT), defined as the duration of time from articulatory release of a stop consonant to the onset of voicing for the following vowel. 41 VOT can be categorized as a phonatory measure because its changes in PD are generally attributed to disruptions of phonation. 42 Previous research has revealed PD-related dysphonia symptoms in all phonatory measures, including a higher mean value for F0 and increased variation of F0 in sustained vowel prolongation, and deficits in producing normal VOT. 29, 42 It has been proposed that rigidity of laryngeal musculature causes a reduction in the opening of the vocal fold for PD patients in comparison to HC. 43 Articulation is the modification of the position and shape of the speech organs (e.g., tongue) in the creation of sound. 39 In examining articulation in participants with PD, previous studies have reported that stop consonants were imprecise and were produced as fricatives. 43 This finding suggests that the articulatory deficits may have been partially the result of inadequate tongue elevation and constriction for stops and fricatives. 44 The most common method of evaluating articulatory skills is that of the diadochokinetic (DDK) task. Typically, the DDK task measures the subject's ability to repeat a consonant-vowel (C-V) combination with bilabial, alveolar, and velar places of articulation, quickly, at a constant level and a rhythmic manner. Subjects are asked to repeat a combination of the three-syllable item, for example, /pa/-/ta/-/ka/, as fast and long as possible. 45 A number of patients have demonstrated defects in the ability to make rapid articulator movements for DDK tasks. 46 Other measurements found differences in vocal tract resonances (i.e., formants), indicating increased variability of the first and second formant (F1 and F2, respectively) frequency. The centralization of these vowel formant frequencies is well captured by the vowel space area, and it can be a metric of tongue movement. 47 A few studies have reported smaller areas of vowel space for speakers with PD, but these differences were not significant. 47, 48 Articulation measures also include measurement of the F2 slope (or F2 transition) from syllable repetition, representing the rate of tongue movement from a consonant into a vowel. The results found that F2 transition rates in PD patients were lower compared to HC. 42 Prosody is the variation in loudness, pitch, and timing accompanying natural speech. 39 Prosodic measures are usually determined from running speech and include measurement of F0, intensity (relative loudness of speech), articulation rate, pause characteristics, and rhythm. A decreasing pitch range in PD has been noted during the reading task, 7, 49 and various changes in speech rate and pause characteristics have also been found in people with PD in comparison to HC. 30, 42, 43 Prosodic intensity changes have also been examined, when PD patients produced significantly smaller intensity variation compared to normal speakers during the reading of a standard passage. 49 Overall, patients with PD demonstrate production defects in all of these measurements, including reduced frequency and intensity variations, and differences in speech rate and pause characteristics in reading tasks.
D. Traditional measurement methods
The present section of our study involves a selection of the major part of traditional clinically used measurement methods for PD-related voice disorders assessment. 28 These measurement methods are chosen and designed with attention paid to automatic feature extraction and to individual subject differences-see the first part of Table III for a list of the measures used as features in this part of the study.
The fundamental frequency
Standard methods include measures of the F0 mean, F0 range, and F0 SD. Although significant differences have been found between absolute and range values of F0 in PD patients compared to HC, 7, 29 we do not use these as a measure, since they are affected by individual differences such as gender. In particular, the extent of F0 variation is related to the individual average voice pitch. Subjects with naturally high-pitched voices (traditionally women) will have much larger vibrato and microtremor than persons with lower-pitched voices (usually men), 50 thus causing a significant problem when these variations are measured on an absolute frequency scale in hertz. Observations suggest that the SD of the F0-distribution is approximately the same for men and women if it is expressed in semitones (logarithmic tonal scale). Specifically, a doubling of frequency, that is, 100-200 Hz or 200-400 Hz is represented by an equal semitone interval. 50 The observations also suggest that a logarithmic tonal scale will work better in capturing pitch variation due to speech impairment. 51 The fundamental frequency variation (F0 SD) measurements were determined using several vocal tasks. First, for demonstrating the defects in phonation, we measured F0 SD on sustained vowel phonation [TASK 1]. In this measure, a higher value of F0 SD represents a dysphonic symptom of impaired control of stationary voice pitch. As we discussed earlier, people with PD often exhibit symptoms such as reduced melody variations during speech. Therefore, we performed F0 SD measurements using traditional voice . Reduced melody variations in speech can also be related to the lowered ability of stress pronouncement and emotional intonation imitation and perception. 52 For this reason, we created two modified voice recordings. The vocal task of stress patterns [TASK 6] was designed to measure the subject's ability to produce unnatural increasing stress on labeled words. This ability of stress pronouncement can be then well captured by F0 SD measurements. The other newly set up vocal task [TASK 7] consists of 10 successive sentences pronounced with variable emotional context. The goal of this task is to evaluate how adults with PD express a particular emotion through prosodic features of their voice, in comparison with HC. The participants made the various intonations on the basis of the specific emotions, which should greatly improve variations on the final pitch.
For obtaining the F0 sequence, we used the application of the automatic algorithm of direct-time domain fundamental frequency estimation (DFE) and voiced/unvoiced (V/UV) classification of the speech signal. 53 The DFE algorithm consists of spectral shaping, detection of significant extremes based on adaptive thresholding, and actual frequency estimation under several truth criteria. These criteria are used to select the voiced part and eliminate estimation errors such as frequency halving and doubling. The first criterion is related to the level of the signal. No frequency estimations are performed for levels of signal lower than the threshold E th . The actual level of energy is evaluated by an envelope detector; this criterion was set to approximately 0.5% level of the signal, and it was used as a noise gate. The second criterion is the expected frequency range of F0, with no frequency accepted outside of the specific range, which was set at 60-400 Hz. The third criterion is the M-order majority, whereby more than a one-half of M consecutive detected frequencies must lie in the same frequency band of chosen width. If the majority criterion M is satisfied, the actual signal is evaluated as voiced. Here, the majority criterion was set at five. As the last criterion, five-point median filtering was applied to the obtained F0 sequence to deal with incorrectly captured pitch periods outliers that may occur as a consequence of pitch doubling or pitch halving. The obtained pitch sequence was subsequently converted to the logarithmic semitone scale and its SD calculated. An optimal sampling frequency for DFE algorithm is 44 100 Hz-see Ref. 53 for more algorithm details. Among other things, this algorithm was applied to show that reliable automatic assessment of the F0 is possible. There is also the possibility of using novel robust pitch trackers, 54, 55 that provide better F0 evaluation results. Almost the same results can be obtained using the software PRAAT with the standard autocorrelation based procedure, 56 which was also used for validation of the obtained results. In comparison with DFE algorithm, though, the disadvantage of PRAAT lies in its need for checking the correct set up of the frequency range and other pitch settings as a consequence of pitch doubling and halving.
Variants of jitter and shimmer and NHR ratios
The most popular measurements of voice functions are the perturbation measures jitter and shimmer and their variants, and NHR ratios. 40, 57 These measures were obtained using sustained vowel phonation [TASK 1].
Calculation of these measures is usually based on an autocorrelation method for determining the frequency and location of each cycle of vibration of the vocal folds (pitch marks). 58 The jitter and measures of period perturbation represent the variability of the speech fundamental frequency (pitch period) from one cycle to the next. The shimmer and measures of amplitude perturbation are derived from the sequence of maximum extent of the amplitude of the signal within each vocal cycle. Jitter and shimmer are used as measures to assess the micro-instability of vocal fold vibrations. From these perturbation measures, we used only measurements expressed as a percentage, as this method better reflects differences in gender. The NHR and harmonics-tonoise (HNR) ratios are derived from the signal-to-noise estimates from the autocorrelation of each cycle and are used for assessing voice hoarseness.
In this study, the measurements including jitter:local, jitter: RAP (relative average perturbation), jitter:PPQ5 (period perturbation quotient), jitter:DDP, shimmer:local, shimmer:APQ3 (amplitude perturbation quotient), shimmer:APQ5, shimmer: APQ11, shimmer:DDA, NHR, and HNR were calculated using algorithms supplied in the software package PRAAT. 56 3. Articulation rate and pause characteristics PD subjects reveal differences in articulation rate and pause characteristics during speech in comparison with HC. 30, 42, 43 In this study, articulation rate, percent pause time, and number of pauses were calculated for reading the text [TASK 4], while percent pause time and the number of pauses were also calculated for the monolog [TASK 5]. In order to perform an automatic assessment, we used only calculation of pause features in the monolog. The other speech material used in this study is not suitable for articulation rate and pause characteristics assessment because it consists of single sentences.
Percentage pause time calculation was based on the formula: 100 Â [(total time À articulation time)=total time], where total time is the duration of the entire speech sample and articulation time is the length of time remaining after pause removal. The articulation rate was calculated after removal of pauses from each sample, where pauses were defined as silent periods lasting more than 60 ms that are not associated with stop closure. The articulation rate was calculated as the number of syllables produced per second after removing the pauses. Similarly, the number of pauses was then measured as the number of all pauses compared to total time duration, after removing the pauses not lasting more than 60 ms. Previous studies found significant differences after the removal of this time duration in PD patients compared to HC. 59 In the present experiment, we designed a simple speechpause detector based on signal intensity and zero-crossing rate (ZCR). We obtained the intensity and ZCR sequences of the entire speech signal and performed three thresholds, including, intensity mean value (IMV), intensity standard deviation values (ISDV), and zero-crossing rate mean value (ZCRMV). First, we compared the intensity of the current sample with the first threshold (IMV). If the sample has a higher value than IMV, it is classified as speech. In the other case, we compare the actual intensity sample with the second threshold (|IMV À ISDV|). If it has a lower value, it is classified as silence. Once the sample is ranked in the <IMV À ISDV, IMV> interval, we compare the actual ZCR sample with the third threshold (ZCRMV) and, in case of a higher value, classified the sample as speech, while less value is classified as silence. The thresholds of the speechpause detector were based on the experimental set up, and the results were validated by hand-marking. Algorithm evaluation using a speech-pause detector can be performed automatically.
Intensity of voice
PD speakers have been found to have an overall lower intensity level, deficits in intensity range, and intensity variations during speech production. 31 Similarly to the F0 measures, we do not use an absolute value of intensity level or an absolute range of intensity as measurements, based on a need for precise calibration for obtaining reliable estimates. As a result, we are restricted to relative measures of intensity variation with relative calibration to the reference of 0 dB. A precondition for successful measuring is then to maintain a constant distance from the microphone during the entire course of each recording.
The measurements of intensity variations (intensity SD) were determined using the reading text [TASK 4] and the monolog [TASK 5] . Similarly as in the F0 SD measurement, we also used measurement of stress patterns [TASK 6] with the aim of improving the intensity loudness variations.
The calculation of intensity variation was determined as a SD from the intensity sequences after removing all silence periods exceeding 60 ms to ensure that only clear speech was acquired. In this study, the window size of 1024 points (21.3 ms) was used to compute all energy contours. The intensity SD feature extraction can be performed automatically.
DDK rate and regularity
The DDK task is the measurement of the subject's ability to repeat rapidly and steadily a C-V combination and usually consists of two measures. The average DDK rate is the number of syllable vocalizations per second. The coefficient of DDK regularity measures the degree of rate variations in the period and assesses the ability to maintain a constant rate of C-V combinations. These two measurements were determined from repetition of the three-syllable items of /pa/-/ta/-/ka/ [TASK 2].
In order to devise a reliable algorithm for determining the DDK task measurements, we have to detect the local maxima (maximum energy during each syllable). First, we construct an integral envelope with the constant of integration set to 0.997. Subsequently, we normalize the integral envelop to the range [-1, 1]. Then we perform zero-phase digital filtering (averaging filter) by processing the input data in both the forward and reverse direction using a 1024-point size window. As a result, we arrive at smoothed sinusoidal signal that we again normalize to the range [-1, 1]. Finally, we estimate the local maxima which are computed from three continuous samples. Each sample value is compared to its neighboring value, and if it is larger than both of its neighbors, it is a local maximum. The feature extraction using this algorithm can be obtained automatically. The DDK rate is calculated as the number of estimate maximums per second and DDK regularity as the variance of the maximums.
VOT duration
The VOT is typically measured as the duration of time from the articulatory release of a stop consonant to the onset of voicing for the following vowel. VOT commonly refers to the temporal coordination between the oral articulation of a stop consonant and the laryngeal mechanism required to produce periodic vibration of the vocal folds. The measurement of VOT from the DDK task [TASK 2] may be a suitable measurement for detecting the extent of PD speech impairment, yet findings exist in the literature indicating that VOT changes in persons with PD are inconsistent. 42, 43 Moreover, the PD speech impairment may be affected by hoarseness in the voice. Consequently, it is difficult to achieve a precise assessment of the VOT boundaries. Although the VOT is a traditionally used measurement method, we do not include it as a measure, because it is adversely affected by inconsistent results and no reliable algorithm exists for its reliable measurement.
60,61
Formant frequencies F1 and F2
The main traditional measurement method using formant frequencies is the vocal tract vowel area. It is calculated by obtaining the mean values of the F1 and F2 frequencies during production of corner vowels and by subsequently plotting on an xy coordinate plane with F1 on the x-axis and F2 on the y-axis. This total area is calculated by measuring the entire triangle area. The vowel area was determined from phonation of three corner vowels including /i/, /u/, and /a/ [TASK 3].
We used the robust formant trackers of Mustafa and Bruce 62 for continuous speech with speaker variability for obtaining the formant sequences. The algorithm targets robust noise tracking and is based on a different approach than PRAAT, where the formant extraction relies on linear predictive coding (LPC) analysis. The algorithm works as follows: After a preemphasis and Hilbert transformation the signal is filtered by four formant filters. These are adaptive bandpass filters whose zeros and poles are updated based on the formant frequency estimates at the previous time stage, by means of which separation of formants into different channels can be achieved. A first-order LPC analysis performed on each of the four filter channels finally estimates the F1-F4 formants. Each formant filter consists of an all-zero filter cascaded with a single-pole dynamic tracking filter. The filter combinations are used to simplify normalization of the filter frequency response. The zeros and pole of each formant filter are updated for every sample; updating is based on the previous formant frequency estimates, allowing for dynamic suppression of interference from neighboring formants, while tracking an individual formant frequency as it varies over time. Finally, we obtain F1 and F2 formant sequences from the tracker and convert them to the logarithmic semitone scale and calculate their mean values. The entire total area is then calculated by the Euclidean distances between the F1 and F2 formant coordinates of the corner vowels, and it is expressed in semitone squared. The formant tracker uses 8 kHz as an optimal sampling frequency.
The algorithm has a low signal delay and provides smooth and accurate estimates for the first four formant frequencies at moderate and high signal-to-noise ratios. Thorough testing of the algorithm has shown that it is robust over a wide range of signal-to-noise ratios for various types of background noises. The main advantage of the robust formant tracker is its full automatic assessment. The obtained results were also validated using PRAAT software, though its use can be regarded as optional.
Rhythm
A lowered ability to reproduce perceived speech rhythm may be one of the deficits in PD speech. We performed a speech measurement in which the participants were asked to repeat eight rhymes in the same rhythm prolongation as they heard in the reference speech sample (template) recorded by a speech therapist [TASK 8] . The purpose of the measure is thus for efficient comparison of the similarity between the subject and the template.
As a solution suitable for the measurement of rhythm, we used a technique known as dynamic time warping (DTW), a well-known method that has been used in speech recognition for aligning time series. 63 DTW uses the principle of dynamic programming (principle of optimality) in order to find the distance along the optimal warp path to determine the similarity between two speech waveforms.
To implement these insights algorithmically, the speech recordings were first down-sampled to 16 kHz. As features in DTW, we used a spectral representation of the speech data by calculation of the short-time Fourier transformation (STFT). We apply a Hamming window with a default size of 32 ms (512 points) and with a default overlap of 24 ms (384 points). In order to align utterance with the template, we created a similarity matrix, in which each point gives the Euclidean distance between short-time spectral analyses of the speech recordings. Subsequently, we used dynamic programming to find the lowest-cost path between the starts and ends of the sequences through the similarity matrix. Finally, this general cost of path distance normalized by the total sum cost of the matrix is used as the classifier for the relative rhythm similarity measurements between the individual's speech recording and the speech therapist's template. The measurement of rhythm can be performed automatically. An implementation process overview is shown in Fig. 1 .
E. New non-standard measurement methods of articulation
Articulation is one of the most strongly affected PD speech subsystems. The use of the DDK task allows for the performance of an efficient and a quick articulatory test. With such a measurement, we can efficiently assess the defects in PD articulation. As a consequence of rapid steady syllable repetition, problems can develop in the syllable rate and variations, but simultaneously significant defects can be present in respiratory pressure level, accuracy, and clarity of articulation. Thus, new measurement methods determined from the DDK task are introduced [TASK 2], which complement the standard DDK task measurements. Although the intensity measurements presented here below are more likely interconnected with problems in respiration, we introduced them as articulation measurements because the intensity defects can be developed simply as a consequence of rapid articulation. The DDK task is performed without pausing for breath. The feature extraction using these new proposed methods can be obtained automatically. See the second part of Table III for a list of the measures used as features in this part of study.
Relative intensity range variation (RIRV)
As we discuss in the Sec. II D 4, one of the observations related to the intensity deficits in PD dysarthria is reduced loudness. The other problem that can occur as a consequence of PD production deficits during fast articulation is occlusive weakening. 64 We notice that these PD-related differences may be captured when performing relative intensity contour during DDK task articulation in comparison to the HC. As a result, we performed RIRV measure calculation as a SD of the intensity curve with relative calibration to a reference of 0 dB. The first difference between measurements of RIRV and intensity SD is that the DDK task is performed without pausing for breath, and thus there is no need for removal of pauses from speech signal. The second difference is the fact FIG. 1 . The alignment process using DTW for measurement of ability to reproduce perceived rhythm. The resulting alignment path may be visualized as a low valley of Euclidean distance scores between speech spectrum segments of patients and speech therapist template recording, meandering through the hilly landscape of the matrix, beginning at (0, 0) and ending at the final point (X, Y).
that here the occlusive weakening causes only lower variations in the relative intensity contour.
Robust relative intensity slope (RRIS)
One other problem occurring as a result of defects in respiratory function caused by PD-related dysarthria may be the inability to maintain the intensity level. For this reason, we perform a measure that we dub RRIS, a robust measurement of the intensity decline in performing the DDK task.
To implement it algorithmically, we need to perform a linear regression to calculate the slope of the relative intensity contour. Although the use of standard linear regression based on least squares estimation can be suitable for fitting the slope of the intensity contour, it can behave badly when the error distribution is outside of the normal range, particularly when the errors are heavy-tailed. Our approach is to employ a fitting criterion that is not as vulnerable to unusual data, such as that of least squares. Therefore, we perform a robust regression based on usage of iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) with a bisquare weighting function. 65 The IRLS algorithm uses weighted least squares, the influence of outliers being reduced by giving that observation a smaller weight. The weights chosen in a single iteration are related to the magnitudes of the residuals in the previous iteration, with a large residual earning a small weight. The weights are related to Mestimates, the measures of location that are not as sensitive as the mean to outlier values. See Ref. 65 for a detailed algorithm description. The final RRIS value is computed as total intensity decline divided by the total time duration of the DDK task.
The advantage of the robust fit achieved using the ILRS approach is that it is less influenced by the outliers than the least squared fit. Therefore, the robust intensity slope will be more suitable in practice when performing an automatic assessment.
Spectral distance change variation (SDCV)
The PD voice disorder is also affected by impaired clarity of articulation. The deficiencies of articulation clarity can be better demonstrated in the signal speech spectrum. In order to capture these deficits, we used the Bayesian autoregressive change-point detector. 66 We consider the signal model for the Bayesian detector to consist of two parts, which are described by two different autoregressive models: the "left" autoregressive (AR) model with M 1 parameters a k and the different "right" AR model with M 2 parameters b k
where m is the change-point position, e(n) is the excitation process with SD r. The Eq. (1) can be written compactly in matrix form as d ¼ G A Á b A þ e; where, the matrix G A has the Jordan form and depends on the unknown index of change-point m.
We likewise evaluate the value of the change between models. Using an analytical solution of the Bayesian theorem we obtain the formula for posterior probability, which is a function of the analyzed data, the signal length, and order autoregressive models only
where the matrix
Á . The signal sample with the largest change in the signal (change-point) is determined by the maximum of the posterior probability, which is calculated from the Eq. (2). However, if there are more changes in the signal then the formula could not be used directly. The assumption of a single change is very restrictive in practice, since more abrupt spectral changes are invariably present in human speech. However, this drawback can be overcome by calculating the probability in a sliding window with fixed length and normalized using Bayesian evidence
The second term represents data dependent Bayesian evidence, where U, D, g, and D are defined similarly to the previously established parameters but with respect to the entire signal segment without any division into left and right parts. Posterior probability [Eq. (2)] was derived from the Bayesian formula under the condition that a given data segment d is constant. Thus the Bayesian evidence in the denominator of the Bayesian formula was constant. But if the posterior probability is repeatedly used for new signal samples, then the data are not constant, and thus Bayesian evidence must be evoked to normalize.
The probability of the signal changes is then calculated from Eq. (3) for the sample signal which is situated in the middle of the rectangular window. In other words, the output of the algorithm is the degree of unlikeness between the signal in the left and right half of the window through which we pass all signals sample by sample. The normalized recursive autoregressive Bayesian change-point detector of sixth order with a windows length of 512 samples was used for detection.
We introduce a new measure called SDCV, a robust measure sensitive to observed changes in articulation clarity. The SDCV is calculated as a SD from the detector output, where the higher values of the output signal are proportional to the greater spectral distance of two adjacent segments and represent a greater clarity of articulation. A possibility likewise exists of using alternative detectors-see Ref. 68 for a comprehensive description.
Robust formant periodicity correlation (RFPC)
The F2 slope is a traditional measurement representing the rate of tongue movement from a consonant into a vowel. 42 For assessing the accuracy of articulation, it is measured by comparing the F2 value at the onset of voicing to the F2 value in fixed time, for example, 50 ms into the vowel. As in the case of VOT measurement, the robust F2 slope assessment requires precise C-V boundaries detection.
In order to avoid designing a complex algorithm, we perform a new robust measurement called RFPC, the measure used to assess the similarity of tongue movement and thus accuracy of articulation. We use a robust formant tracker to obtain the F2 sequence from the DDK task. 62 The obtained formant values in low-energy segments are processed using a moving average filter, which ensures smooth tracking in unvoiced segments. The final obtained sequence represents the similarity of F2 slopes during entire vocal task. Then we simply estimate the first autocorrelation coefficient using the short-time autocorrelation, where a higher autocorrelation coefficient value means better articulation accuracy of the tongue.
F. Statistics and pre-selection stage
In practice, we need to find the relevance of individual measures that can subsequently be used to assess the extent of voice impairment. To obtain statistically significant differences between the groups, we compare the individual measures by using the non-parametric two-sided Wilcoxon rank sum test against the null hypothesis of equal medians, at a significance probability of 0.05.
Also, many measurements can be highly correlated with other measurements for the reason that they measure very similar aspects of the signal. For example, all types of shimmer features measure the extent of variation in speech amplitude cycle to cycle. Therefore, calculation of the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was used to test for significant correlations.
To set the best classification performance, we discard all measures with statistically non-significant relationships between the PD and HC groups. Subsequently, from all highly correlated measures with a correlation coefficient of greater than 0.95 (95% confidence interval), only one measurement will be kept which correlates with the greatest number of similar measurements and gains the most statistically significant differences between the PD and HC groups.
G. Classification stage
In this final stage, we apply the classification based on the Wald task to assess the relevance of the individual measures, as well as the extent of vocal impairment. The Wald task presents only a tiny part of scientific area known as Wald sequential analysis. 35, 69 This task is classification method based on the NeymanPearson task, 70 where the object is characterized by the feature x which assumes the value from the set X. There are two possible states including the normal one, k ¼ 1, and the dangerous (undesirable) one, k ¼ 2. Thus, the set of states K is {1, 2}. The probability distribution of the feature x depends on the state k to which the object belongs. The probability distributions are known and defined by a set of conditional probabilities
For purpose of recognition, the set X is divided into two subsets X1 and X2. If the observation is x [ X1, the object is determined to be the normal state, and the dangerous state is thus for an observation x [ X2. In real conditions, some values of the feature x can occur both in the normal and dangerous states. The result of the decision is then characterized by two numbers where the first is the probability of an event that the normal state will be recognized as a dangerous state (false positive or false alarm), and the second one is the probability of the event that the dangerous state will be recognized as a normal state (false negative or overlooked danger). The conditional probability of the false positive state is given by
and the conditional probability of the false negative state is then
In the Neyman-Pearson task, the classification strategy is chosen from all strategies satisfying the above condition for which, first, the conditional probability of the false negative is not larger than a predefined value e. Second, the conditional probability of the false positive is the smallest.
However, there is a lack of symmetry with respect to the states of the recognized object, which is apparent where the Neyman-Pearson task is recalled. To provide a thorough elimination of this lack of symmetry, the Wald task is not formulated as the set X of the two subsets X1 and X2 corresponding to a decision for the benefits of the first and second state but as a classification in three subsets X0, X1, and X2 with the following meaning:
then it is decided that the observation x does not provide enough information for a safe decision about the state k.
The classification strategy is characterized by x(1) is the conditional probability of a wrong decision about the state k ¼ 1, x(2) is the conditional probability of a wrong decision about the state k ¼ 2, v(1) is the conditional probability of an indecisive situation under the condition that the object is in the state k ¼ 1,
v (2) is the conditional probability of an indecisive situation under the condition that the object is in the state k ¼ 2,
For such strategies the requirements xð1Þ e and xð2Þ e are not contradictory for an arbitrary non-negative value e because the strategy X0 ¼ X, X1 ¼ 0, X2 ¼ 0 belongs to the class of allowed strategies too. Each strategy meeting the requirements xð1Þ e and xð2Þ e is, moreover, characterized by how often the strategy is reluctant to decide, i.e., by the number max v 1 ð Þ; v 2 ð Þ ð Þ . The Wald task seeks among the strategies satisfying the requirements xð1Þ e and xð2Þ e for a strategy which minimizes the value max v 1 ð Þ; v 2 ð Þ ð Þ . The solution of this task is based on the calculation of the likelihood ratio
We used the Gaussian kernel density method with automatic data-driven bandwidth to estimate probability distributions from each measurement for PD and HC groups. 71 This pair of distributions represents the feature for classification.
For gaining the best classification accuracy, both predefined values e were set to a 95% significance level. Finally, the linear programming technique was used to solve the Wald task. The comprehensive description of the solution of the Wald task through linear programming can be found in Ref. 35 . Figure 2 shows the result of the Wald task classification applied to an example of a generated distributions pair.
H. Overall calculation and validation
For overall calculation, each of the measures selected by the pre-selection stage represents one feature for Wald task classification. In the case that the subject's speech performance in the set measure matches the disordered speech performance of the PD group (is classified as PD), the subject is rated by "1" positive point. In the other case, where the subject's speech performance matched the intact speech performance of the HC group (is classified as HC), the subject is rated by "À1" negative point. In case of an indecisive situation, where the subject's speech performance does not have sufficient predictive quality for secure assignment to one of the PD or HC groups, i.e., is not fully intact or impaired but matches the extent of speech performance of the wider norm, the subject is rated by "0" point. This "À1, 0, 1" three state-scale was designed with respect to physiological background, where we want to determine clearly if the tested subject reached the PD-specific (or intact) vocal performance in the selected task instead of giving the various weight to each classification. We want to be "sure" that any speech performance which has the possibility of belonging to the wider norm of healthy people (not obviously PD-specific or intact) will not be marked. This approach also gives the same weight to all measurements; we do not consider that the combinations of certain measurements may be more useful for overall classification performance as most classifiers do. For obtaining the final results, we calculate the sum of points for each subject. The higher quantity of positive points predicts the greater vocal impairment. The number of negative points corresponds to the performance of healthy speech production. The overall number of classified points for each measurement represents the suitability of the measurement in separating patients with PD from HC participants, and it is calculated as sum of all assigned values.
In order to validate our classification results, comparisons with speech therapist evaluations were performed. The speech therapist performed an independent examination based on various voice and speech recordings composed from a number of items including measuring of phonation and phonetics and then assessed each participant using a seven-point rating scale. The rating scale values represent the complete speech performance of each subject; a value equal to 1 point signifies intact speech performance, and a value equal to 7 represents progressing vocal impairment. Finally, the Pearson correlation coefficient was performed to ascertain the relationships between the score obtained from the speech therapist and the acoustic evaluation methods.
III. RESULTS

A. Voice and speech characteristics
The means, SDs, correlations between the measurement methods, statistical significances, and summaries of retained measures for the Wald classifier are listed for all measures in this study (see Table IV for more details). The results are presented below according to speech characteristics (i.e., phonation, articulation, and prosody).
Statistical significances between the PD and HC group were found in all measurements of phonation except pitch variations (F0 SD). This can be caused by the fact that people with early stages of PD need not show impaired control of stationary voice pitch during sustained phonation. On the other hand, more signal noise addition captured by NHR measures can indicate incomplete vocal fold closure and incorrect vocal fold oscillations. The noise in speech can be also generated by turbulent airflow through the vocal fold. Significant findings in measurements, including all types of shimmers and jitters features, NHR, and HNR, can be manifested clinically as hoarseness, hypophony, and tremolo.
From traditional articulatory measurements including DDK rate, DDK regularity, and vowel space area, only the DDK rate contains significant differences between both groups. The DDK regularity did not show any significant differences. Although the PD total vowel area was found to be slightly reduced in comparison with HC, there was no statistically significant difference. In Fig. 3 , we can see the plot of the total vowel triangle area of the PD and HC groups. The patients with PD show abnormalities in each new non-standard articulation measurement. Figure 4 shows the result of calculating the RIRV, RRIS, SDCV, and RFPC values for a selected speech signal. As can be seen, the PD speech signal show lower similarity in repeated syllable production, which can indicate reduced movement of orofacial muscles. In many patients with PD are developed intensity defects in instances of rapid articulation. The reduced intensity variations that can be caused by occlusive weakening are demonstrated by the RIRV measure. As an example, voiceless occlusives, which are normally associated with a silent gap, tend to exhibit energy during the silent gab. This energy can be caused by turbulent noise generated at the site of oral constriction because of an incomplete occlusion or voicing energy which occurs as a result of poor coordination between laryngeal and supralaryngeal gestures. The results of RRIS show that PD patients have a lower ability to maintain the intensity level, which can be caused by weakness in the production of stable airflow from the lungs. The remaining two measures involve the spectral speech changes. The higher number peaks in SDCV represent a greater clarity of articulation. The rate and similarity of tongue movement are well represented by the RFPC measure. The higher periodicity in the obtained F2 sequence represents better articulation accuracy of tongue. Ten of 13 measures of prosody contained significant statistical results. The patients with PD show lower melody intonation in all F0 SD measurements and also decreased intensity variations in all intensity SD measurements. This situation can be caused by changed laryngeal tension, decreased breath support, and decreased range of motions. The persons with PD have not shown any significant differences in the articulation rate compared to HC. From pause characteristics, only the measurements of number of pauses show significant differences between groups. This can be indicated by breathiness and starting time of the tongue movement. The patients with PD also show a lower ability to reproduce perceived rhythm perception.
B. Data pre-selection
Statistically significant relationships between the HC and PD groups have been found in 26 of a total of 32 measures.
The rest of the measures were statistically insignificant and were discarded. These include the measures of F0 SD in sustained phonation, DDK regularity, vowel area, percent pause time, and articulation rate.
The perturbation measures, including all kind of jitter and shimmer features, are highly correlated with correlation coefficients greater than 95%. The measurements of jitter: APQ5 and shimmer:local were retained for their optimal performance in separating HC from PD patients. Correlation filtering removes the following measures: jitter:local, jitter: RAP, jitter:DDP, shimmer:APQ3, shimmer:APQ5, shimmer: APQ11, and shimmer:DDA.
The rightmost column in Table IV represents the retained measurements for Wald's classifier after correlation and removal of statistically insignificant measurements. the values for both groups, whereas the modes of phonation measures are not as well separated. The visual inspection of the layout of each pair of these measures indicates that the optimal decision separating HC from PD may not be a simple intersection between two distributions. Thus, the Wald task provides a greater opportunity for not deciding to classify the subject as HC or PD, instead of forcing classification into one of the groups. This strategy essentially increases the overall effectiveness of classification in finding the signatures of specific voice and speech impairment. Table V details the results of classification. From a total sum of 874 points, 234 were classified according to their group while only 11 were classified to the inverse group (26.77% vs 1.26%), which signifies that they achieved the speech performance of the inverses group in the selected task. The 629 remaining points (71.97%) were classified as an indecisive situation. Two of the 23 patients with PD reached performance as healthy people (8.7%), and none of 23 HC was classified as PD. The Wald task classifier was confirmed reliably to find the signs of vocal impairment or healthy voices according to the subject's speech performance.
The F0 SD measurements in monolog and emotional sentences carry the greatest amount of information for separating HC from PD patients with classification performance of 60.87% (28 decisions). The RIRV in DDK task was the third best assessment method and gained 50% performance (23 decisions). The lowest scores in determining both of the groups were found in the measurement of jitter and F0 SD determined from stress patterns (10.87%, five decisions). The accuracy of the remaining representative measures ranged between 15% and 37% (7-17 decisions), which is why we have not listed detailed results. The correlation between the speech therapist and the classification result was 79.32% (r ¼ 0.7932, p ¼ 0.4948 Â 10 -11 ) and thus complemented the correctness of the acoustic measures and validated classification performance.
Finally, we need to decide the number of the signs that could characterize some form of vocal impairment in patients with PD. Considering all of the 32 performed measures (including the measures removed in the pre-selection stage) and demanding the significance probability of 5% from a correctly classified subject with PD, we find that all FIG. 5 . Selected probability densities of all representative measures (features) in preparation for Wald task classification. The vertical axes are the probability densities P("measure") of the normalized features values of each measure. The dashdot lines are for HC speakers, the solid lines for PD subjects. TABLE V. List of Wald task classification values for all pre-selected measures and values of speech therapist evaluation. See main text for detailed description of the algorithm used to calculate these results. The total sum of the overall performance value represents the speech performance of each subject: More positive points are associated with higher progression of PD vocal impairment; the negative points show healthy speech performance. The total sum of ratings represents the suitability of the measure in differentiating PD patients from HC. The speech dimension was designated as affected when it reached at least two points of voice impairment assessment. The speech therapist evaluation represents rating scores of full vocal assessment: 1 point ¼ intact speech performance, 7 points ¼ progressed speech impairment. PD patients with a final score higher than or equal to 2 exhibit some form of speech impairment. When each speech characteristic including phonation, articulation, and prosody is taken separately, we can see that the patterns of speech performance are spread through all speech dimensions only in the HC group (see Table IV ). As can be seen in Fig. 6 , the vocal impairment in early stage of the PD in the view of all speech dimensions is rather individual. From 23 people with PD, 18 are affected (78.26%). Considering that 2 signs are enough to determine the speech impairment, we found phonatory deficits in 6 cases (26.09%), lower ability of articulation in 9 cases (39.13%), and 14 cases of certain problems with prosody (60.87%) in PD patients. Deficits in all speech characteristics were found only in three people with PD (13.04%). Six PD subjects show deficits only in prosody (26.09%), four PD patients only in articulation (17.39%), none in phonation, and five in some combination of two speech characteristics (21.74%). There is also a need to take into account that the speech measurements can be partially interconnected in all speech dimensions. Hence, the speech impairment in early stages of PD might be considered as the total of speech defects in various speech characteristics.
PHONATION ARTICULATION PROSODY
Underscored by statistical decision-making theory, validated by a speech therapist, we propose that at least 78% of PD subjects in the early stage of their disease indicate symptoms of vocal impairment, prior to intervention through medical or speech therapy treatment.
IV. CONCLUSION
Our main finding is that 78% of early untreated PD subjects show some form of vocal impairment. This study concentrates on three speech subsystems including phonation, articulation, and prosody. It is important to note that the PD disorders of the individual subsystems not only influence each other but also frequently overlap. Disturbances of respiration and phonation consequently reflect, in particular, disruptions in speech prosody and partially articulation. Although a number of researchers have found that the most salient features of PD speech were related to phonatory impairment, with articulation being the second most affected subsystem, 10, 26, 27 in the case of early untreated PD, prosody of speech appears to be the most often damaged speech subsystem of the hypokinetic dysarthria. The specific PD voice and speech defects were found to differ individually in various characteristics (see Fig. 6 ). These results also show that persons with early untreated PD need not to have such a demonstrably impaired voice as to differ from the speech production of the wider norm of healthy people.
We also find that from the 19 representative measures, the variations of fundamental frequency in monolog and emotional sentences contain very useful information in separating HC from PD. The other representative measurements achieve sufficient accuracy, with the sole exception of jitter. In addition, the knowledge of incomplete vocal fold closure, lack of lung pressure, and lower articulation accuracy as a consequence of difficult articulation of fast syllable repetition in the DDK task lead to the design of new articulation measures that are gaining significance for increasing performance.
Taking into account that the number of participants in this study is 46, half of whom are patients with PD; we can therefore consider that the rate of participants is low. Despite this circumstance, we can expect that the probability distributions estimated by the Gaussian kernel density method in combination with the Wald task classification can ensure sufficient accuracy of the results. This is because we do not assume that there will be essential changes in the shape of distribution curves in the case of increasing the number of subjects.
We believe the automatic measurement methods and new measures of articulation will be useful in assessment of vocal impairment and will have a potential for positive feedback in speech treatment. The classifier based on the Wald task may also gain value in vocal impairment assessment and could be helpful in additionally enlarging the number of participants and efficiency measures. We also believe that the selected measures should be useful in most countries worldwide because of their independence from language.
It is necessary to stress that our patient sample is unique and cannot be compared with that of other authors who have published results from patients undergoing pharmaceutical treatment.
Future research could further test these findings in practice, and the speech measurement methods could involve the improvement of the individual voice in terms of treatment and motivation for therapy.
